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We consider the Dirichlet characters for polynomial rings F
q
[„] and the associated
‚-functions. By WeilÕs result, the associated ‚-functions are all polynomials. Applying
BurgessÕ idea, we obtain an upper bound for the coeƒcients of these ‚-functions. As
an application, using our estimates, we obtain an upper bound for the degree of the
fundamental unit in real quadratic function Þelds. ( 1999 Academic Press
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Let F
q
denote the Þnite Þeld with q elements where q is an odd number. Let
A"F
q
[„] (resp. k"F
q
(„ )) be the polynomial ring (resp. rational function
Þeld) with coeƒcients over F
q
. Let M be the set of monic polynomials in
A and let M
n
be the set of monic polynomials in M with degree n. Given any
0Of3A, the degree of f is denoted by deg f and the valuation of f is
denoted by D f D"q$%’f.
An arithmetic character of Dirichlet type for A is a multiplicative character
s: (A/*A)]PC],
for some monic polynomial * in A. Thanks to Hayes [5], we can view
(A/*A)] as a Galois group over k and view s as a character of the idele class
group of k (cf. Section 2). Associated to this idele class character, let fs be the
conductor of s. Let R be the inÞnite place of k. Again by [5], we know that fs
divides * )R and R divides f if and only if s (F] )"1 (cf. [4, Prop. 5.4]),s q
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‚-FUNCTIONS 77where F]
q
is the canonical subgroup of (A/*A)]. The ‚-function of s is
given by
‚ (t, s)"G
1
1!t
deg fs!1
+
d/0
p
d
td, if RP fs ,
deg fs!2
+
d/0
p
d
td, if RD fs ,
(1)
where
p
d
" +
h|Md
s(h).
Since k is of genus 0, and using the well-known result of A. Weil on ‚-
function associated to algebraic curves over Þnite Þelds, we know that
‚(t, s) is a polynomial in t of degree deg fs!2 and ‚ (t, s) satisÞes the
Riemann hypothesis: if ‚ (a, s)"0, then Da D"1/Jq. The purpose of this
article is to estimate the coeƒcients p
d
for non-trivial character s. Using the
Riemann hypothesis and the functional equation of ‚ (t, s), we obtain (cf.
Prop. 2.1)
Dp
d
D4G
2Jq~2‘$%’ fs if RP fs ,
Jq~2‘$%’ fs if RD fs ,
for all d50. Since fs divides * )R, we have Dpd D42q(~1‘$%’*)@2 for all d50.
This is an analogue of classical Polya—Vinogradov inequality.
Let *"P be a monic irreducible polynomial in A and let s: (A/PA)]PC]
be a non-trivial multiplicative character modulo P. In Section 3, we apply
BurgessÕ idea (cf. [2, 3]) to improve the result of Proposition 2.1 under the
condition that degP/4(d(degP/2. We obtain in Corollary 3.1 that if d,
r are positive integers satisfying d5(1
4
#1
r
) degP, then
Dp
d
D42rJq degP )
qd‘1
DP D3@(4r(r‘1))
.
As an application in Section 4, we obtain an upper bound for the degree of
the fundamental unit in real quadratic function Þelds. Let P be a monic
irreducible polynomial in A of even degree and let K"k (JP ) be the real
quadratic function Þeld over k. Let x
0
#y
0
JP be a fundamental unit of
(A[JP])] (cf. Section 4). Then using Proposition 2.1 and Corollary 3.1 we
obtain an upper bound for degx
0
, deg y
0
in Theorem 4.1.
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Let k! be an algebraic closure of k. Hayes [5] deÞned an action (Carlitz
module) of A on k!, in other words, viewing k! as an A-module. Let * be
a polynomoal in M, let "* be the set of *-torsion points in k! via the Carlitz
action, and let k ("* ) be the Þeld obtained by adjoining these *-torsion points
to k. Then k ("* )/k is a Galois extension and the Galois group Gal(k ("*)/k) is
isomorphic to the unit group (A/*A)] via the Carlitz action (cf. [5, Thm.
2.3]).
Let J
k
be the idele group of k and let
t: J
k
P(A/*A)]:Gal(k("*)/k)
be the reciprocity law homomorphism (cf. [5, Sects. 5 and 6]). Suppose that
s: (A/*A)]PC] is a non-trivial multiplicative character. It follows from
class Þeld theory that s ¡ t is a continuous character of the idele group Jk . We
deÞne the conductor fs of s to be the conductor of the idele character s ¡t.
Since k ("*)/k is ramiÞed at prime divisors of k dividing R)* (cf. [5, Prop.
2.2]) and by the property of t (cf. [5, Sect. 5]), fs divides R)*. Moreover, by
[4, Chap. 5; 5, Sect. 5], the idele character s ¡t is of Dirichlet type, i.e.,
s ¡t („, 1,2 , 1)"1, where („, 1,2 , 1) is the element of Jk with „ at inÞnite
place and 1 at Þnite places. Thus R does not divide fs if and only if
s(F]
q
)"1, where F]
q
is the canonical subgroup of (A/*A)] (cf. [4, Prop. 5.4]).
We deÞne the ‚-function ‚(t, s) of s to be the ‚-function of s ¡t. Using the
well-known result of A. Weil on ‚-functions associated to algebraic curves
over Þnite Þelds, we know that ‚ (t, s) is a polynomial in t of degree deg fs!2
and ‚ (t, s) satisÞes the Riemann hypothesis: if ‚ (a, s)"0, then DaD"1/Jq.
Thus ‚(t, s) is given in (1).
PROPOSITION 2.1. ‚et * be a polynomial in M and let s be a nontrivial
multiplicative character modulo *. „hen for all n50, we have
K +
h|Mn
s (h) K4G
2Jq~2‘$%’ fs if RP fs ,
Jq~2‘$%’ fs if RD fs .
Proof. It follows from (1) that p
i
"0 for i5deg fs and let pi"0 for i(0.
Now if RP fs , then the ‚-function of s is given by
‚ (t, s)" 1
1!t
$%’ fs!1
+
i/0
p
i
ti.
‚-FUNCTIONS 79Since ‚(t, s) is a polynomial in t,
p
0
#p
1
#2#p
$%’ fs!1
"0. (2)
The functional equation of ‚ (t, s) is given by (cf. [7, Chap. 3])
(Jqt )$%’ fs!2 ‚A
1
qt
, s~1B"e(s)‚ (t, s),
for some complex number e(s) with De (s) D"1. By the functional equation of s,
we obtain
e (s)(qp
$%’ fs!i!1
!p
$%’ fs!i
)"q($%’ fs@2)~i(qp
i~1
!p
i
),
for all integers i. Combining this with (2), we obtain
p
$%’ fs!i
"e (s)q($%’ fs@2)~iM!p
i~1
#(q!1)(p
0
#p
1
#2#p
i~2
)N.
Using the trivial estimate Dp
i
D4qi, we obtain
Dp
$%’ fs!i
D4q($%’ fs@2)~i (2qi~1!1)42q($%’ fs@2)~1 ,
for all integers i.
If RD fs , then by the same method, the relation for pi is given by
e(s)p
i
"q(~2‘$%’ fs)@2 )p
$%’ fs!i~2
.
This implies
Dp
i
D4qi~(~2‘$%’ fs)@2 ) q$%’ fs~i~2"q(~2‘$%’ fs)@2 . j
Proposition 2.1 essentially follows from the functional equation of ‚ (t, s). In
Section 3, we apply BurgessÕ idea (cf. [2, 3]) to improve the result of Proposi-
tion 2.1.
3. ESTIMATES FOR THE COEFFICIENTS OF ‚-FUNCTIONS
In this section, let P be an irreducible polynomial in M and let s be
a non-trivial multiplicative character modulo P; in other words, s is a non-
trivial group homomorphism from (A/PA)] into C].Let /(P) denote the
order of the unit group (A/PA)].
80 CHIH-NUNG HSULEMMA 3.1. Suppose that s is of order n. ‚et f (x) be a polynomial of the
form
(x#a
1
)n1(x#a
2
)n2 (x#a
r
)nr,
where the a
i
3A are all distinct modulo P, n does not divide n
i
for all 14i4r,
and n divides (n
1
#n
2
#2#n
r
). „hen
K+
a
s ( f (a)) K4(r!2) DP D1@2#1,
where the summation is over a complete set of residues modulo P.
Proof. The proof is a slight modiÞcation of [2, Lemma 1]. j
Let h
1
, h
2
,2 , h2r be polynomials in Md (d(degP ) such that at least
r#1 of h
1
, h
2
,2 , h2r are distinct in Md . Since at least r#1 of h1 , h2 ,2 , h2r
are distinct, there exists some h
i0
such that h
i0
Oh
i
for all iOi
0
. We deÞne
f
1
(x)"(x#h
1
) (x#h
2
)2(x#h
r
),
f
2
(x)"(x#h
r‘1
) (x#h
r‘2
)2(x#h
2r
),
f (x)"f
1
(x) f
2
(x)((P)~1.
LEMMA 3.2. …e have
K+
a
s ( f (a)) K4(2r!1) DP D1@2,
where the summation is over a complete set of residues modulo P.
Proof. Let n be the order of s. Then n is a divisor of / (P). We may
rewrite f as f"gn
1
) g
2
, where (g
1
, g
2
)"1 and if g
2
(x)"(x#h
j
)njg
3
(x),
(g
3
(x), x#h
j
)"1, then nP n
j
. Since deg f (x)"r )/ (P) is a multiple of n, the
polynomial g
2
satisÞes the condition of Lemma 3.1. Let d
1
(resp. d
2
) be the
number of irreducible factors of g
1
(resp. g
2
). Then d
1
#d
2
42r and d
2
51
because x#h
i0
divides g
2
(x). Since P is a monic irreducible polynomial, s is
of order n, and d(degP, the sums
+
a
s( f (a))"+
a
s (gn
1
(a) ) g
2
(a)) and +
a
s (g
2
(a))
‚-FUNCTIONS 81di⁄er in at most d
1
. Using Lemma 3.1, we have
K+
a
s (g
2
(a)) K4(d2!2) DP D1@2#1.
This implies that
K+
a
s ( f (a)) K4d1#(d2!2) DP D1@2#14(2r!1) DP D1@2. j
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that r is positive integer, n a non-negative integer.
„hen we have
+
a
K +
h|Mn
s (a#h) K
2r4r2rqnrDP D#2r DP D1@2 ) q2nr,
where the summation is over a complete set of residues modulo P.
Proof. Since +
a
s (a)"0, it is suƒcient to show that this inequality holds
for all n satisfying 04n(degP. Now we have
+
a
K +
h|Mn
s (a#h) K
2r
"+
a
+*
1
2+*
2r
s((a#h
1
)2(a#h
r
))sN ((a#h
r‘1
)2(a#h
2r
))
4+*
1
2+*
2r
K+
a
s((a#h
1
)2(a#h
r
))s6 ((a#h
r‘1
)2(a#h
2r
)) K ,
where the summation +*
i
stands for +
hi|Mn
. We divide the sum over
h
1
, h
2
,2 , h2r into two parts. In the Þrst sum we put all of the elements
h
1
, h
2
,2 , h2r which contain at most r distinct elements. The number of
2r-tuples (h
1
, h
2
,2 , h2r ) in this sum is at most (q
n
r
)r2r. For this sum, using the
trivial estimate
K+
a
s((a#h
1
)2(a#h
r
))s6 ((a#h
r‘1
)2(a#h
2r
)) K4DP D,
we obtain
+
a
K +
h|Mn
s(a#h) K
2r4A
qn
r B r2r DP D#+@ Dq(s, hi) D ,
82 CHIH-NUNG HSUwhere the summation +@ stands for the sum over h
1
, h
2
,2 , h2r3Mn which
contain at least (r#1) distinct elements and
q(s, h
i
)"+
a
s ((a#h
1
)2(a#h
r
))s6 ((a#h
r‘1
)2(a#h
2r
)).
By Lemma 3.2, we have
+
a
K +
h|Mn
s (a#h) K
2r(A
qn
r B r2r DP D#2r DP D1@2 ) q2nr
4r2rqnr DP D#2r DP D1@2 ) q2nr.
This completes the proof. j
Suppose that x, w3M are monic polynomials having degx"degw.
Given any non-negative integer d, let S
d
(x, w) be the set of a3A such
that xP!aw3M
d
. If d(degP, then a3M and deg a"degP because
degx"degw.
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose that d, e are non-negative integers such that
d#e4degP and e51. ‚et … be a subset of M
e
satisfying (w
1
, w
2
)"1 for
all w
1
, w
2
3…, w
1
Ow
2
. „hen, the sets for S
d
(x, w) for all pairs
(x, w)3M
e
]… with xOw are disjoint.
Proof. If x
1
Ox
2
, then S
d
(x
1
, w)WS
d
(x
2
, w)"H as d(degP. Now
suppose that w
1
Ow
2
and S
d
(x
1
, w
1
)WS
d
(x
2
, w
2
)OH. Let a3S
d
(x
1
, w
1
)W
S
d
(x
2
, w
2
) and h
1
"x
1
P!aw
1
, h
2
"x
2
P!aw
2
, where h
1
, h
2
are in M
d
.
This implies that deg(a(w
2
x
1
!w
1
x
2
))"deg(h
1
x
2
!h
2
x
1
)(d#e4degP
as x
1
, x
2
3M
e
. This implies that w
2
x
1
!w
1
x
2
"0 as deg a"degP. Hence
x
1
"w
1
, x
2
"w
2
because w
1
, w
2
are relatively prime. This completes the
proof. j
LEMMA 3.5. ‚et d be an integer satisfying 14d(degP, and let
q
d
"K +
h|Md
s (h) K .
If n is a non-negative integer satisfying
qdq
d
DP D
4qn‘14 q2d
qd‘2degP
. (3)
‚-FUNCTIONS 83then
+
a
K +
h|Mn
s (a#h) K
2r5 q2‘2rd
3 ) 22rdegP
)
q2nr~n
q2dr‘2
,
for any positive integer r, where the summation is over a complete set of residues
modulo P.
Proof. For any w3M with degw(degP (hence(w, P )"1), we have
q
d
4 +
x|M, $%’x/$%’w K +h|Md
h,xP (.0$w)
s (h) K .
If h"xP!aw for some a3A, then since s (h)"s(!aw)"s (a)s (!w), we
have
q
d
4 +
x|M, $%’x/$%’w
K +
a|Sd(x, w)
s (a) K . (4)
Let e be the integral part of log
q
q
d
!(n#1). By (3), we know that
d#e4degP, e(d, and e52 as q
d
4qd. Let … be the set of monic
irreducible polynomials in M
e
. By the prime number theorem for A, we have
qe/e!qe@2(n
e
(qe/e.
It is clear that … satisÞes the hypothesis of Lemma 3.4. Summing (4) over
w3…, we obtain that
n
e
q
d
4 +
w|W
+
x|Me
K +
a|Sd (x,w)
s (a) K
4 +
w|W
+
x|Me,xOw
K +
a|Sd (x,w)
s (a) K#ne ) qd~e,
as the cardinality of S
d
(w, w) is4qd~e for any w in W.
Let I be the set of S
d
(x, w) for all (x, w) in M
e
]… with xOw. By (3), we can
write the last result as
+
S|I
K +
a|S
s(a) K5neqd!ne ) qd~e5neqdA1!
1
qdegPB . (5)
84 CHIH-NUNG HSUIt follows from the deÞnition of e and q
d
4qd that qn‘e(qd. Thus for any
S"S
d
(x, w)3I, If a3S, then a#h3S for all h3M
n
. This implies
+
a|S
s (a)"1
qn
+
h|Mn
+
a|S
s (a)"1
qn
+
h|Mn
+
a|S
s (a#h).
Thus we have
+
a|S
K +
h|Mn
s(a#h) K5qn K +
a|Mn
s(a) K .
Summing over S3I, we deduce from (5) that
+
S|I
+
a|S
K +
h|Mn
s(a#h) K5
1
2
n
e
q
d
qn.
It follows, by Ho‹ lderÕs inequality, that
1
2
n
e
q
d
qn4+
S|I
+
a|S
K +
h|Mn
s (a#h) K
4A+
S|I
+
a|S
1B
1~1@2r
A+
S|I
+
a|S
K +
h|Mn
s(a#h) K
2r
B
1@2r
.
We know that the sets S
d
(x, w) for all (x, w)3M
e
]…, xOw are disjoint (by
Lemma 3.4) their number is equal to (qe!1)n
e
, and the cardinality of each
S"S
d
(x, w) is exactly qd~e. Hence we have
+
S|I
+
a|S
1"(qe!1)n
e
) qd~e4qd )n
e
.
Combining these, we obtain
+
S|I
+
a|S
K +
h|Mn
s(a#h) K
2r5A
1
2
n
e
q
d
qnB
2r
(qd ) n
e
)1~2r
5 1
22r
n
e
q2r
d
q2nrqd(1~2r).
Using the prime number theorem for A, we have
n
e
’qe
e
!qe@25qe
3e
5 qd
3qn‘2e
5 q2d
3qd‘n‘2degP
, as q53.
‚-FUNCTIONS 85Thus we obtain
+
S|I
+
a|S
K +
h|Mn
s (a#h) K
2r5 q
2‘2r
d
3 ) 22rdegP
)
q2nr~n
q2dr‘2
.
Since the sets S
d
(x, w)3I for all (x, w)3M
e
]…, xOw are disjoint, we have
+
a
K +
h|Mn
s (a#h) K
2r5 q2‘2rd
3 ) 22r degP
)
q2nr~n
q2dr‘2
.
This is the desired result. j
THEOREM 3.1. For any positive integers d, r, we have
q
d
"K +
h|Mn
s (h) K42rJqdegP ) qd(1~1@(r‘1))‘1 ) DP D1@4r.
Proof. Suppose that there exist positive integers d, r satisfying
q
d
’JqdegP ) qd(1~1@(r‘1))‘1 ) DP D1@4r. (6)
By Proposition 2.1, in other words,
q
d
42q($%’P~1)@2, for all integers d,
we have
14d(A
1
2
# 1
4rBdegP.
Let n be the integral part of degP/2r. By (6), we have
q2
d
qn‘d‘3degP
*q2d(1~1@(r‘1)) ) DP D1@2r
qd ) qn
5q((r~1)@(r‘1))d51.
By q
d
4qd and (7), we obtain
qdq
d
DP D
4q2d
DP D
4DP D1@2r4qn‘1.
86 CHIH-NUNG HSUThus the conditions of Lemma 3.5 are satisÞed. Combining Lemma 3.3,
Lemma 3.5, and n#15degP/2r, we obtain that
r2rqnrDP D#2r DP D1@2 ) q2nr5 q
2‘2r
d
3 ) 22rdegP
)
q2nr~n
q2dr‘2
5 DP D1~1@2rq2‘2rd
3 ) 22r ) q2dr‘2r‘1degP
.
This implies, by n4degP/2r, that
q
d
42rJqdegP ) qd(1~1@(r‘1))‘1 ) DP D1@4r.
This completes the proof. j
COROLLARY 3.1. If d, r are positive integers satisfying d5(1
4
#1
r
) degP,
then
q
d
42rJqdegP ) qd‘1
DP D3@4r(r‘1)
.
Proof. It follows from
DP D1@4r
qd@(r‘1)
4DP D~3@4r(r‘1),
as d5(1
4
#1
r
) degP. j
The proofs of Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1 essentially generalize BurgessÕ
idea [2] to polynomial rings. In [2], Burgess obtained the character sum for
prime modulus, and in [3] he generalized the estimates to composite modulus
character sums (in fact, only to squarefree modulus character sums). In this
section, we have dealt with the analogous character sums for irreducible
modulus. In fact, the estimates for reducible (squarefree) modulus are also
true if we slightly modify an analogue of [3, Lemma 7].
4. APPLICATION TO THE FUNDAMENTAL UNITS
IN REAL QUADRATIC FUNCTION FIELDS
Let k
=
"F
q
((1/„ )) denote the completion of k at the inÞnite place; in other
words, every non-zero f3k
=
may be expressed as
f"~=+
i/n
c
i
„i,
‚-FUNCTIONS 87where c
i
3F
q
and c
n
O0. The degree of f is denoted by deg f"n. Let P be
a monic irreducible polynomial in A of even degree and let K"k (JP) be the
real quadratic function Þeld over k (cf. [1, 6]). The integral closure of A in K is
equal to A[JP]. In [1], Artin shows that there exist monic polynomials
x
0
, y
0
in A and a constant g3F]
q
, gNF]2
q
such that x2
0
!Py2
0
"g and the unit
group A[JP]] is equal to the set
Ma ) (x
0
#y
0
JP)n Da3F]
q
, n3ZN.
It is clear that deg x
0
"deg y
0
#degP/2. Let
s"A
)
PB : (A/PA)]PC]
be the Jacobi symbol for A and let
p
d
" +
h|Md
s (h)" +
h|Md
A
h
PB .
Since degP is even, s(a)"1 for all a3F]
q
. Thus we have fs"P and pd"0
for all n5degP. The class number formula is given by (cf. [1, Sect. 19])
h (P )" q$%’P@2
(q!1) deg x
0
.
~1‘$%’P
+
d/0
p
d
qd
, (8)
where h(P ) is the ideal class number of A[JP].
THEOREM 4.1. „he fundamental unit x
0
#y
0
JP satisÞes
degx
0
4q$%’P@2
q!1 . A2#
(r/2!2)(qdegP)3@2
q3$%’P@4r(r‘1)
#A
1
4
#1
rB degPB .
for all integers r55; in other words, the PellÕs equation x2!Py2"g can be
solved in the above condition.
Proof. Let r’4 be a positive integer.
(1) For 04d4(1
4
#1
r
) degP, using trivial estimation Dp
d
D4qd, we
obtain
(1@4‘1@r) $%’P
+
d/0
p
d
qd
41#A
1
4
#1
rBdegP,
88 CHIH-NUNG HSU(2) For (1
4
#1
r
) degP(d4degP/2, by Corollary 3.1, we have
$%’P@2
+
d51‘(1@4‘1@r)$%’P
Dp
d
D
qd
42rJqdegP $%’P@2+
d51‘(1@4‘1@r)$%’P
1
qd
)
qd‘1
q3$%’P@4r(r‘1)
4(r/2!2)(qdegP)3@2
q3$%’P@4r(r‘1)
.
(3) For 1#(degP/2) degP(d4!1#degP, by Proposition 2.1, we
have
~1‘$%’P
+
d/1‘$%’P@2
Dp
d
D
qd
4 ~1‘$%’P+
d/1‘$%’P@2
2q(~2‘$%’P)@2
qd
41.
Combining these inequalities and (8), we complete the proof. j
COROLLARY 4.1. Given 0(e(1/2, there exists a positive n such that
deg x
0
4q$%’P@2
q!1 ) (
1
4
#e) degP.
for all degP5n.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 4.1. j
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